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**REGULAR MEETING**

Highland Golf & Country Club
279 Commissioners Rd. E, London, Ontario

Monday, April 27th, 1987

Social Hour — 5:30
Dinner — 6:30

**GUEST SPEAKER**
Jim Pyper
— ChilCon Products —
ANNUAL GOLF CLASSIC

A change in format — a change in attendance? The Annual Golf date has been pushed forward this year to Friday, June 19th. They say that, "Hope springs eternal", however by the Fall it seems like an eternity for many hackers who closet their golf clubs in disgust. We hope that the optimism of Spring will compel more of you to sign up for this event. Contact John Kenney at 679-7770 and book early.

The event will be held at Fanshawe Golf Club, and the cost for golf, prizes and dinner is a low, low $30.00 inclusive. (If you require a cart, contact the golf club directly, since they only have a limited number).

IT'S A BOY

Those of you who notice a sudden change in Greg James' appearance and manner — blood shot eyes, lethargic movement, general irritability — will be happy to hear that it is temporary and coincidental, with the arrival of his firstborn.

Congratulations to Greg and Cindy James on the birth of Philip Tyler on April 10th.

CRC 1988

The new Wharton Hotel has been chosen as the site for CRC 1988 when our London Chapter acts as host. Committees have been formed to prepare for this event and their chairmen may be approaching you for assistance. If anyone volunteers a little time, one or two will not be forced to volunteer a lot of time.

CHANGE IN PHONE NUMBER

The phone number of M. M. Dillon is incorrectly listed in the Chapter Director. Please change the business listing under Jack Vanstone & Vince Donato to 438-6192.